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RASC Windsor presentation by 

Tom Sobocan, May 16, 2017.

• Outline: 

• Introduction

• Historical notes & Scientific explanation of  Eclipses

• August 21st 2017 + Eclipse tracks

• Practical considerations : maps, traveling, eye
protection, photography & eclipsed sun highlights

• On location on the day of  the Eclipse

• The darkened sky at totality : stars & planets visible

• My Eclipse Experience in France on August 11, 1999

• References : suggested + Websites consulted

• Sharing of  eclipse experiences or advice (lights on)



“Moonshadow” intro. By Cat Stevens
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8L56rAG5aK0

“On Monday, Aug. 21, in the middle of the day, the sky will go 
dark. The temperature will suddenly get several degrees colder. 
Birds will stop chirping and retreat to their nests. And tens of 
millions of people, crammed into a 60-mile-wide path that 
crosses from Oregon to the Carolinas, will stand in America 
looking up at the sky. The total solar eclipse that will cross 
America this summer — an event that last happened 99 years 
ago [on June 8, 1918] — will be an important moment for 
scientific observers and a massive nationwide spectator event. It 
will also, for many people of faith, be evidence of God’s majesty 
— and even, to a few, a harbinger of the coming end of the 
world.”

- The Washington Post

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8L56rAG5aK0


Solar eclipse phases

Solar eclipse progression is from left to right as the moon moves  
counterclockwise in it’s orbit as seen from the Northern Hemisphere.



Everyone in the continental United States will need 

safety glasses for looking at the sky during the August 

21 eclipse. (Mark Margolis / Rainbow Symphony)





https://s-media-cache-
ak0.pinimg.com/originals/6f/c7/2e/6fc72eb04feb338dbd067ac71144f08c.jpg

The Great North American Eclipse of  Monday, August 21st, 2017.

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/6f/c7/2e/6fc72eb04feb338dbd067ac71144f08c.jpg


« The chart below lists the moment of  mid-totality and the 

duration of  totality for a handful of  cities that lie close to the 

center of  the path. Data from NASA. »

Eclipse Begins Totality Begins Totality Ends Eclipse Ends

Madras, OR 09:06 a.m. 10:19 a.m. 10:21 a.m. 11:41 a.m. PDT

Idaho Falls, ID 10:15 a.m. 11:33 a.m. 11:34 a.m. 12:58 p.m. MDT

Casper, WY 10:22 a.m. 11:42 a.m. 11:45 a.m. 01:09 p.m. MDT

Lincoln, NE 11:37 a.m. 01:02 p.m. 01:04 p.m. 02:29 p.m. CDT

Jefferson City, MO 11:46 a.m. 01:13 p.m. 01:15 p.m. 02:41 p.m. CDT

Carbondale, IL 11:52 a.m. 01:20 p.m. 01:22 p.m. 02:47 p.m. CDT

Paducah, KY 11:54 a.m. 01:22 p.m. 01:24 p.m. 02:49 p.m. CDT

Nashville, TN 11:58 a.m. 01:27 p.m. 01:29 p.m. 02:54 p.m. CDT

Clayton, GA 01:06 p.m. 02:35 p.m. 02:38 p.m. 04:01 p.m. EDT

Columbia, SC 01:03 p.m. 02:41 p.m. 02:44 p.m. 04:06 p.m. EDT

http://www.space.com/33797-total-solar-eclipse-2017-guide.html



How long does the eclipse last?

• “It takes about 90 minutes for the Moon's dark shadow to 
cross the country, starting around 10:15 am Pacific time on 
the West Coast and ending around 2:45 pm Eastern time 
(11:45 am Pacific time) on the East Coast. When you hear 
someone say, "the total eclipse lasts 90 minutes," that's what 
they mean. But that could be misleading: At any given 
location within the path of the Moon's shadow, the total 
eclipse lasts at most 2 minutes 40 seconds — don't be late!”

• “The Moon takes its first "bite" out of the Sun, marking the 
start of the partial eclipse, 1¼ to 1½ hours earlier, around 9:00 
am PST on the West Coast and 1:15 pm EST on the East Coast. 
The Moon uncovers the last of the Sun's bright face 2½ to 3 
hours after that, around 11:30 am PST on the West Coast and 
4:15 pm EST on the East Coast. This marks the end of the 
partial eclipse.”

• - American Astronomical Society, 
https://eclipse.aas.org/eclipse-america/when-where

https://eclipse.aas.org/eclipse-america/when-where


Comparing lunar & solar eclipses (I)



Comparing lunar & solar
eclipses (II)

The earth’s disk blocks the sun & leaves a shadow on the 
moon vs the moon’s disk block’s the sun & leaves a shadow on 
the earth. The solar corona is visible beyond the disk of the 
moon.



The orbits of  the moon and the earth = keys 

to calculating & understanding eclipses

A total lunar eclipse can 
only take place during a 
full moon.  The  moon is 
visible before, during & 
after the eclipse.  A total 
solar eclipse can only take 
place during a new moon. 
The darkened disk of the 
moon is only visible 
during the partial and 
total phases of the 
eclipse. Since we get one 
full moon & one new 
moon per month, why 
don’t we see more lunar 
and solar eclipses? 
Answer : Follow your 
nodes!



The ascending and descending nodes of  

the moon as it crosses the ecliptic
« The moon crosses 
the [plane] of the 
ecliptic (the annual
path of the Sun on 
the sky) at 2 points : 
the lunar ascending
node and 
descending node
[…] The moon’s
orbit is inclined 5.1 
degrees relative to 
the ecliptic- the 
plane defined by 
earth’s motion 
around the Sun. »
- Sky News, 

March/April 
2017



“The periodicity and recurrence of  eclipses is 

governed by the Saros cycle.” – Fred Espenak

• “The Saros cycle - a period of approximately 6,585.3 days (18 years 11 days 8 
hours). It was known to the Chaldeans as a period when lunar eclipses seem to 
repeat themselves, but the cycle is applicable to solar eclipses as well.

• The Saros arises from a natural harmony between three of the Moon's orbital 
periods (circa 2000 CE):

• Synodic Month (New Moon to New Moon) = 29d 12h 44m 03s 

• Anomalistic Month (perigee to perigee) = 27d 13h 18m 33s 

• Draconic Month (node to node) = 27.212221 days

• Any two eclipses separated by one Saros cycle share very similar geometries. 
They occur at the same node with the Moon at nearly the same distance from 
Earth and at the same time of year. Because the Saros period is not equal to a 
whole number of days, its biggest drawback is that subsequent eclipses are 
visible from different parts of the globe.”

• Ascending node = Saros odd numbers. Descending node = Saros even numbers

https://eclipse.gsfc.nasa.gov/SEsaros/SEperiodicity.html


The Saros cycle - simplified

• “The "Saros Cycle" (named from a Greek word meaning "to 
repeat"). This is roughly 18 years, 11 days and 8 hours (depending 
upon how many leap days there are on the calendar). So if there's 
an eclipse now, in 6585.322 days from now :

• There will be another new or full moon occurring.
• The Sun and Moon will be roughly the same distance along the 

zodiac from the same Lunar Node again.
• The Earth and Moon will be roughly the same distance apart as they 

are now.
• In short, all the factors that make an eclipse happen now will repeat 

(with surprising accuracy!) exactly one Saros cycle from now and 
another eclipse (of very similar geometry) will happen then. “

• The solar eclipse of August 11, 1999 (Northern Europe) and 
August 21, 2017 (Continental United States) are both part of 
Saros cycle 145.



The Saros cycle 
- visualized

North American recent and 
future total solar eclipses :
• February 26, 1979

(Northwestern USA, 
Northeastern Canada & 
Greenland)

• August 21, 2017 (Pacific 
Ocean, 14  States from 
Oregon, to Nebraska to 
South Carolina, to the 
Atlantic Ocean)

• April 8, 2024 (Mexico, 
Texas, Pt. Pelee, 
Cleveland, Ohio, Buffalo, 
New York, New 
Brunswick) – Saros 139



Eclipse mythology & 

science

• « Eclipses appear often in the mythology and literature 

of different cultures and different ages, most often as 

symbols of obliteration, fear and the overthrow of the 

natural order of things. The word eclipse comes from a 

Greek word meaning "abandonment." Quite literally, an 
eclipse was seen as the sun abandoning the earth. »

• “The total solar eclipse of May 29, 1919 was observed from 
the island of Principe. Positions of star images within the field 
near the Sun were used to verify Albert Einstein's prediction 
of the bending of light around the Sun from his general theory 
of relativity.”  Solar Saros Series 136

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_eclipse_of_May_29,_1919
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Principe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_relativity#History


Practical considerations –

websites & maps
• Eclipse Websites : https://eclipse.gsfc.nasa.gov/eclipse.html

• http://www.space.com/33797-total-solar-eclipse-2017-
guide.html

• “Where is the best place to see the 2017 eclipse?

• This is the most frequently asked question about the Great 
American Eclipse of August 21, 2017. There are many 
excellent places to view the eclipse across the entire path of 
totality. And the truth is, the best place is where you are 
inside the path if you have clear skies on the magic day! But 
we present a list of ten great places for your consideration. ”

• https://www.greatamericaneclipse.com/best-places-to-view/

• http://www.eclipse2017.org/2017/maps.htm

https://eclipse.gsfc.nasa.gov/eclipse.html
http://www.space.com/33797-total-solar-eclipse-2017-guide.html
https://www.greatamericaneclipse.com/best-places-to-view/
http://www.eclipse2017.org/2017/maps.htm


Ten prime urban locations for viewing the eclipse –

max. duration 2min 41.6 sec, Carbondale, Illinois



Video  (2:24): shadow track    https://eclipse2017.nasa.gov/

https://eclipse2017.nasa.gov/


The eclipse from Windsor, ON 

(outside of  the track of  totality)

• https://www.timeanddate.com/eclipse/in/canad
a/windsor

• Please click on the above link & run the video or 
move the slider left or right to see how much of 
the sun is covered by the moon over the course 
of the eclipse.

• “Partial solar eclipses happen when the Moon 
comes between the Sun and Earth, but the 
Moon only partially covers the Sun's disk.” Either 
the observer is outside of the track of the total 
eclipse or the moon is too far away from the 
sun, due to earth’s and the moon’s, elliptical 
orbits to completely cover the solar disk. 

Partial solar eclipse

Annular  solar eclipse

https://www.timeanddate.com/eclipse/in/canada/windsor


Travel Considerations   

• https://www.greatamericaneclipse.com/best-places-to-view/

• Weather – start checking it out one week before the eclipse

• Mobility – Be ready to drive to a clear spot along the path of 
the eclipse on the morning of the 21st. Have a plan B to skirt 
traffic jams.

• Flexibility – tent & sleeping bags or RV just in case of bad 
weather relocation

• Attend an Event where an astronomy group is highlighting the 
partial & total phases of the eclipse. (Discover Magazine, 
October 2016)

• Backup your cell phone & your laptop before leaving Canada

https://www.greatamericaneclipse.com/best-places-to-view/


Equipment Considerations

“ Looking directly at the sun, even 
when it is partially covered by the 
moon, can cause serious eye 
damage or blindness. NEVER look 
at a partial solar eclipse without 
proper eye protection. ”

http://www.space.com/33797-total-solar-
eclipse-2017-guide.html

Telescope filter goes on end of telescope 
where light enters from the sun. Notice 
the homemade solar alignment plate. See 
Susan Sawyer-Beaulieu for further info.

http://www.space.com/33797-total-solar-eclipse-2017-guide.html


Camera settings for various eclipse phases

• Based on an ISO 100 setting. A tripod is recommended.

• “A general assumption is that the filtered Sun is the same 
brightness as the full moon : f16 at 1/60th sec” or f8 at 1/125 s

• Gradually decrease the shutter speed as the eclipse progresses 
: f8 @ 1/100th sec, @1/60th sec, @1/30th sec, @1/15th sec,

• Outer Corona : f8 @1/2 sec

• Inner Corona : f8 @1/15 sec

• Prominences : f8 @1/125 sec

• Diamond Ring : f8 @1/500 sec

• Scenic shots of the people or landscape around you : f2.8 @1/2 
sec to 8 seconds

• Key photos : 1st contact (beginning of partial eclipse), 2nd & 3rd

contacts (beginning & end of totality), 4th contact (end of 
partial eclipse).



https://eclipse.aas.org/sites/eclipse.aas.org/fi
les/Solar-Eclipse-Anatomy-TQ.jpg
https://eclipse.aas.org/sites/ecli
pse.aas.org/files/Moon-
Shadows-NASA.jpg

Photos courtesy of the 
American Astronomical 
Society and The 
National Science 
Foundation 

https://eclipse.aas.org/sites/eclipse.aas.org/files/Solar-Eclipse-Anatomy-TQ.jpg
https://eclipse.aas.org/sites/eclipse.aas.org/files/Moon-Shadows-NASA.jpg


Some highlights of  eclipse phases
• https://eclipse.aas.org/eclipse-america/eclipse-glossary

• Baily’s Beads: Caused by shafts of sunlight shining through deep 
valleys on the lunar limb (edge), they look like a series of brilliant 
beads popping on and off. They appear just prior to second contact 
and just after third. They’re named after the English astronomer 
Francis Baily, who first described them during the annular eclipse of 
May 15, 1836.

• Chromosphere: A thin, red-colored layer of solar atmosphere 
located just above the photosphere. It is briefly visible immediately 
after second contact and just prior to third.

• Corona: The Sun’s upper atmosphere, visible as a pearly glow 
around the eclipsed Sun during totality. Its shape (sometimes 
elongated, sometimes round) is determined by the Sun’s magnetic 
field and is linked to the sunspot cycle.

• Diamond ring: A single Baily’s Bead, shining like a brilliant diamond 
set into a pale ring created by the pearly white corona. It’s the 
signal that totality is about to start (second contact) or has ended 
(third contact).

https://eclipse.aas.org/eclipse-america/eclipse-glossary


More highlights of  eclipse phases

• Prominence: Hot gas hanging just above the solar surface, 
usually appearing as a red-colored arc or filament hovering in 
the lower part of the corona. Prominences are quickly 
covered by the Moon after second contact and revealed just 
prior to third.

• Shadow bands: Very faint, shimmering ripples of dark and 
light moving across the ground, walls, or clouds. These hard-
to-see bands result from atmospheric “twinkling” of the thin 
solar crescent just before second contact and/or just after 
third contact. When they occur at all (they're not reported at 
every total eclipse), they’re best seen against a white 
background.



On location on the day of  the solar eclipse
• If you are outside of the eclipse track, the wide outer or penumbral

lunar shadow will cover you and you will see a partial solar eclipse.

• If you are inside the narrow, approximately 100 km wide umbral
track, you will see a longer total eclipse the closer you are to the 
center of the track. It can be nearly double the length at totality.

• I recommend filtered viewing as opposed to pinhole projection 
because the image of the sun will be much larger.

• Hat, sunscreen, sunglasses, water, snacks, potty before totality and 
a post eclipse party or meal, as well as audio or written recording of 
the event are recommended pre-eclipse planning considerations. 

• If it’s your first solar eclipse, don’t miss totality while playing with 
your camera settings. A lot of other people who have seen other 
eclipses will be taking pictures, which will be posted on the Internet 
& printed in magazines.

• Choosing a high elevation location may allow you to see the 
approach of the moon’s shadow on the ground or on thin cirrus 
clouds at anywhere from Mach 1.5 to 3.5 (1,852 to 4,321 km/h)!



Stars & 

planets 

during 

totality

• http://www.eclip
se2017.org/2017
/sky_at_totality.j
pg

http://www.eclipse2017.org/2017/sky_at_totality.jpg


My Eclipse Experience on a farm in Metz, France on 

August 11, 1999.  Video : Total Solar Eclipse 2012 Australia
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xx3EwETgN38 (3:45/4:14)

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/comm
ons/1/1c/Solar_eclipse_1999_4_NR.jpg

What I saw : one third of the 
sun covered before totality, 
then a cloudy & rainy sky, 
followed by two thirds of the 
sun covered after totality. The 
dog got very still as the sky 
darkened during totality. We 
watched totality elsewhere in 
Europe, live on TV.

What I felt : I felt the 
temperature of the air drop 
during totality.

What I heard : I heard the 
rooster crow a second time 
that day!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xx3EwETgN38


Some eclipse parting shots – The End!

Diamond Ring by Nat’l Geographic Chris Cooke photography



Suggested References

• Astronomy magazine.  “How to choose the right camera for the eclipse” by 
Raymond Shubinski. April 2017. Pages 50 -51.

• Astronomy magazine.  “A short history of eclipses” by Michael E. Bakich. May 2017. 
Pages 49 -51.

• Astronomy magazine.  “25 Hot Eclipse Products” by Phil Harrington. June 2017. 
Pages 54 – 59.  “The Sun’s ‘shimmering’ corona” by Stephen James O’Meara. P. 60.

• The Backyard Astronomers Guide. Revised Edition. Terrence Dickenson & Alan 
Dyer. 2002. Firefly Books Ltd. Pages 290 – 292

• Discover magazine. “Plan Now for the 2017 Eclipse” by Michael E. Bakich.  October 
2016. Pages 58 to 61.

• Eclipse Bulletin : Total Solar Eclipse of 2017 August 21. Fred Espenak and Jay 
Anderson. 2015.

• The Nature Companions  - Practical Skywatching. Consulting Editors : David Levy & 
Dr. John O’Byrne. 2002. Fog City Press. Pages 130 -133.

• Road Atlas for the Total Solar Eclipse of 2017. Fred Espenak
• Sky News magazine.  “Waiting for the BIG ONE”, by Jay Anderson. July/August 

2016, pages 10 to 14.
• Sky News magazine.  “Celestial Shadow Show”, by David A. Rodger. March/April 

2017, pages 12 to 15.
• Sky News magazine.  “My Favourite Eclipse”, by Alan Dyer. May/June 2017, pages 

12 to 17.



Web Sites Consulted + Photos
• https://www.indoindians.com/solar-eclipse-visible-in-indonesia-9-march-2016/
• http://www.differencebtw.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/solar-eclipse-vs-lunar-eclipse-990x495.jpg
• https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/acts-of-faith/wp/2017/03/15/the-first-solar-eclipse-to-cross-

america-in-99-years-is-coming-to-some-its-an-act-of-god/?utm_term=.5949f0a40dc0
• https://static1.squarespace.com/static/53c358b6e4b01b8adb4d5870/53f02e70e4b0b354426a1856/53f0

2e78e4b08227236cdf9a/1408249465342/1918_June_8_TSE_DenverPost.jpeg?format=1000w
• http://www.popjoust.com/images/jousts/popjoust-Lunar-vs-SolarEclipse-1432.png
• https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/1c/Solar_eclipse_1999_4_NR.jpg
• https://www.nhn.ou.edu/~jeffery/astro/moon/diagram/moon_phases_calculator.png
• https://www.nhn.ou.edu/~jeffery/astro/moon/diagram/moon_orbit_002.png
• https://eclipse.gsfc.nasa.gov/SEsaros/SEsaros.html
• http://members.bitstream.net/bunlion/bpi/EclSaros.html
• https://eclipse.gsfc.nasa.gov/SEsaros/SEsaros.html
• https://eclipse.gsfc.nasa.gov/SEgoogle/SEgoogle2001/SE2024Apr08Tgoogle.html
• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_Saros_139
• http://www.exploratorium.edu/eclipse-archive/dragon.html
• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_Saros_136
• https://eclipse.gsfc.nasa.gov/SEgoogle/SEgoogle2001/SE2017Aug21Tgoogle.html
• https://www.timeanddate.com/eclipse/list.html
• https://www.indoindians.com/solar-eclipse-visible-in-indonesia-9-march-2016/
• http://www.space.com/33797-total-solar-eclipse-2017-guide.html
• http://www.eclipse2017.org/2017/path_through_the_US.htm
• http://www.stlouiseclipse2017.org/images/frontpage/GreatAmericanEclipse_2560x1600_1.jpg
• https://www.greatamericaneclipse.com/best-places-to-view/
• https://content-oars.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/7-Cool-Places-to-See-the-2017-Total-

Solar-Eclipse-in-the-Wild-1-1024x722.jpg

https://www.indoindians.com/solar-eclipse-visible-in-indonesia-9-march-2016/
http://www.differencebtw.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/solar-eclipse-vs-lunar-eclipse-990x495.jpg
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/acts-of-faith/wp/2017/03/15/the-first-solar-eclipse-to-cross-america-in-99-years-is-coming-to-some-its-an-act-of-god/?utm_term=.5949f0a40dc0
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/53c358b6e4b01b8adb4d5870/53f02e70e4b0b354426a1856/53f02e78e4b08227236cdf9a/1408249465342/1918_June_8_TSE_DenverPost.jpeg?format=1000w
http://www.popjoust.com/images/jousts/popjoust-Lunar-vs-SolarEclipse-1432.png
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/1c/Solar_eclipse_1999_4_NR.jpg
https://www.nhn.ou.edu/~jeffery/astro/moon/diagram/moon_phases_calculator.png
https://www.nhn.ou.edu/~jeffery/astro/moon/diagram/moon_orbit_002.png
https://eclipse.gsfc.nasa.gov/SEsaros/SEsaros.html
http://members.bitstream.net/bunlion/bpi/EclSaros.html
https://eclipse.gsfc.nasa.gov/SEsaros/SEsaros.html
https://eclipse.gsfc.nasa.gov/SEgoogle/SEgoogle2001/SE2024Apr08Tgoogle.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_Saros_139
http://www.exploratorium.edu/eclipse-archive/dragon.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_Saros_136
https://eclipse.gsfc.nasa.gov/SEgoogle/SEgoogle2001/SE2017Aug21Tgoogle.html
https://www.timeanddate.com/eclipse/list.html
https://www.indoindians.com/solar-eclipse-visible-in-indonesia-9-march-2016/
http://www.space.com/33797-total-solar-eclipse-2017-guide.html
http://www.eclipse2017.org/2017/path_through_the_US.htm
http://www.stlouiseclipse2017.org/images/frontpage/GreatAmericanEclipse_2560x1600_1.jpg
https://www.greatamericaneclipse.com/best-places-to-view/
https://content-oars.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/7-Cool-Places-to-See-the-2017-Total-Solar-Eclipse-in-the-Wild-1-1024x722.jpg


Web Sites Consulted + Photos

• https://www.greatamericaneclipse.com/

• https://www.timeanddate.com/eclipse/atlantic.html

• https://www.timeanddate.com/eclipse/partial-solar-eclipse.html

• https://www.timeanddate.com/eclipse/eclipse-information.html

• http://shallowsky.com/blog/images/annular.JPG

• http://www.space.com/33797-total-solar-eclipse-2017-guide.html

• https://img.clipartfox.com/f42274bba0f239bef10f35fb218c86bf_at-clker-com-vector-clip-art-
vw-van-clipart_1654-1169.png

• https://img.clipartfest.com/a2b18b22c863a0623f9f11ebb98e0c47_the-suns-light-was-almost-
clipart-of-people-scared-by-solar-eclipse_634-355.jpeg

• http://www.space.com/33797-total-solar-eclipse-2017-guide.html

• http://www.astro.umn.edu/outreach/eclipse/solar_filter.jpg

• https://i.ytimg.com/vi/oIF60nFfjE4/maxresdefault.jpg

• https://i0.wp.com/regulusastro.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/IMG_5519.jpg

• http://www.mreclipse.com/SEphoto/TSE2001/image/T01-03w.JPG

• http://www.eclipse2017.org/2017/sky_at_totality.jpg

• http://news.nationalgeographic.com/content/dam/news/2016/03/09/solareclipse/02solareclip
se2016.jpg

• http://voices.nationalgeographic.com/files/2013/11/Chris-Cook-NYC-solareclipse-final-
web_1383503327.jpg

• http://www.straitstimes.com/sites/default/files/solar_eclipse_sequence2.jpg

https://www.greatamericaneclipse.com/
https://www.timeanddate.com/eclipse/atlantic.html
https://www.timeanddate.com/eclipse/partial-solar-eclipse.html
https://www.timeanddate.com/eclipse/eclipse-information.html
http://shallowsky.com/blog/images/annular.JPG
http://www.space.com/33797-total-solar-eclipse-2017-guide.html
https://img.clipartfox.com/f42274bba0f239bef10f35fb218c86bf_at-clker-com-vector-clip-art-vw-van-clipart_1654-1169.png
https://img.clipartfest.com/a2b18b22c863a0623f9f11ebb98e0c47_the-suns-light-was-almost-clipart-of-people-scared-by-solar-eclipse_634-355.jpeg
http://www.space.com/33797-total-solar-eclipse-2017-guide.html
http://www.astro.umn.edu/outreach/eclipse/solar_filter.jpg
https://i.ytimg.com/vi/oIF60nFfjE4/maxresdefault.jpg
https://i0.wp.com/regulusastro.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/IMG_5519.jpg
http://www.mreclipse.com/SEphoto/TSE2001/image/T01-03w.JPG
http://www.eclipse2017.org/2017/sky_at_totality.jpg
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/content/dam/news/2016/03/09/solareclipse/02solareclipse2016.jpg
http://voices.nationalgeographic.com/files/2013/11/Chris-Cook-NYC-solareclipse-final-web_1383503327.jpg
http://www.straitstimes.com/sites/default/files/solar_eclipse_sequence2.jpg

